ARE YOU A TRAINER?
collaborate, observe & deliver

COLLABORATE

We trust our ‘high performance team’ game framework.
After all, a combination of 6 years worth of statistical data and LSE research, produced
in partnership with clueQuest, provides us with exactly the right tools to effectively
measure teams within immersive escape games.
Perhaps you’re a trainer who’s been hired to work with groups, or you’ve started
implementing your own framework across your organisation. Whatever the case, let’s
work together.
Our framework is designed with adaptability in mind, allowing us to alter elements
around your current strategy. See something you’ve covered already? Let us know and
we’ll make sure the emphasis is placed elsewhere. Or maybe you’ve pinpointed a
collective weakness? If so, we’ll make sure it’s our focus.

OBSERVE

Once we’ve finalised our revised framework,

£100+VAT

Price per observer
Normal escape room rates apply to
those being observed

CONTACT US
Alexis King | Partnerships
Manager

alexis@cluequest.co.uk

+44 (0) 7421 985 422

Our Observer option provides you with a cost-effective way to follow your teams
through the rooms without interfering with their dynamic.
You’ll also gain insights of our Games Host, who sits beside you, and whose knowledge
of the games can help extrapolate the consequences of their decisions.

DELIVER
And voila…

With the framework worked out between us beforehand and your newfound knowledge
of your team, you’ll be fully equipped to respond to their weakest and strongest points
accordingly. Our in-house team can of course help you implement your chosen action
points, but only need to be told once to stand aside and let you lead. Supporting your
strategy is our top priority.
With your agreed framework you’ll be able to use the session to show off the training &
learning outcomes you’re wanting to achieve.
Fill out the form on our CAP webpage or get in touch with our Partnerships Manager
Alexis King at alexis@cluequest.co.uk to discuss further.

SO WHAT’S
INCLUDED?
A SUMMARY

CENTRAL LONDON LOCATION
11 GAME ROOMS
CONFERENCE ROOM
WORKSHOP & BREAKOUT AREAS
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING

For more information, visit cluequest.co.uk/cap or contact us via the below info
| Alexis King | Partnerships Manager | alexis@cluequest.co.uk | 07421 985 422

